
The Soulmaker

“when the soul wants to experience something she throws out an image
in front of her and then steps into it” Meister Eckhart

I have seen the Soulmaker
who feasts our deepest longings with beauty.

Who leaves the house every morning as if on paws,
on the wing.

Her generous noticing transforms every familiar
day-in, day-out thing into a carnival of colour.

The Soulmaker with her heart on fire,
her strong hands smelling of sweet blood oranges,
lanolin, wood resin, spiced dough.

Her velvet cheeks, her sublime privacy,
her startling riverside dances.



The Soulmaker, who in early spring
wraps her hands and feet in sand-washed silk
and flies into the trees
to gather-in the world’s most desperate prayers
drawn to the new life quietly showing itself
at the leaf buds, there.

The Soulmaker who hands everything back to the
evening and wakes up singing-in Love.



The Spring Day

The spring day that has a song out
of its mouth before the dawn chorus
has properly perched.

So show and tell,
so glad-all-over,
sky bluer than euphoria.

So not cowed by Coronavirus,
it blossoms with cherry as it’s always done,
re-wilds with blackthorn
and yoke-yellow gorse smelling of coconut
in the heat of the sun.

Expands ecstatically beyond every horizon
in the usual way we can never catch up,
as dog-violets tiptoe across the floor of the woods
and primroses settle into the leas
of moist, mossy logs.

As the trees shape-shift the land
before our eyes like magicians
pulling miniature leaves out of their cuffs.



Celandines and wood anemones smile up from the
verge.
Hawthorn leaves, kids’ ‘bread and cheese,’ cleavers,
chickweed, wild garlic, nettles for the first big pan-full
appear on the hedgerows’ menu.

Dry leaves skitter up the hot road,
beech leaves garland the tops of the hedges,
bees and peacock butterflies land on fat dandelion
heads, a nectar-feast for them, a colour-fest for us.

The spring day that teems with joy along riversides and
burns, under bridges where pooh-sticks never get stuck.

Through fields where lambs grown stocky
graduate their mischief to gadabout in gangs,
butt-butting back under when trouble shows up.

As two geese fly over our garden
every morning and evening
like soulmates easy to see ourselves in
their honking shy of singing
but only just.

This is not just a creaking turn
of the great seasonal cartwheel
pulled by sun and moon
but first love all over again.

How deeply it sits inside our need for it.



Blackbird

I hoik up the blind first thing,
see him in the leaves.

From the closed face of night
he takes centre stage
burning awake.

He jabs,
sifts, sorts, rummages, chooses fast
lifts his head, flicks off in one, jabs again.

The brilliant yellow of his beak,
a varnished finger nail,
singular against black.
He even makes hopping look sharp.

Blackbird, stag, owl, eagle, salmon,
the first of the world’s five oldest creatures.



Bringer of the bright knowledge,
guardian of dawn and dusk
where unexpected beauty
startles the imagination awake.
Where inner and outer meet
and soul is made.

(ii)

Blackbird, here again
at the end of my walk
standing sentinel on the hedge
beneath a bright crescent moon.

‘Druid Dubh,’ black druid conjuring
a small poem from the heart of the earth.

You inside our cottage waiting for me
as if we’ve always belonged to each other,
always belonged to love.



Hallowed Ground

“O no the path to heaven doesn’t lie down in flat miles but in the
imagination with which we perceive this world and the gestures with

which we honour it” -Kathleen Raine

How we find the leverage

in the world as it is

to open the weave

ease into the deeper rhythm

when the day is pulled out of shape.

Go outside

feel our feet on the earth

everywhere hallowed ground.

Feed the birds, fascinated

by their proximity to light

and colour we left at the fork.



On our way back inside

relish an ordinary wonder, snagged on a sharp stalk

fluttering, more fluff than feather probably a bluetit’s.

Bring in all the tender ways of the sacred,

a few bluebells in a rinsed-out spice jar

that mean everything they need to.

Sit

not getting into position

for what has to be done next.

Whole in our own way,

wait for nothing

as the school bus pulls in.

Hear a line or refrain that might make a difference

to someone

in the place where imagination flourishes,

where poetry is offering,

Image-making, invocation,

painting, prayer

and love.



The Holy Circus

When i wore my tiger raincoat
a child hera, cheerful as a banana

followed the infinity people to the source of cat river
where the holy circus rises up

where the grass music purrs.

No booing children,
no sour jugglers,
no Father God.

When we went to Skeggy pleasure-beach
our summer-holiday pilgrimage,

crisp packets empty by the end of the street.

The first miracle the gleaming sea
from the back seat

of our Morris minor that had a mouse living in it.

The burning bush, a new bucket and spade.
The giant ladybird ride, the roll-a-penny arcade,

Mecca, me mum and dad happy,
holding hands, play-fighting

sending us kids to fetch the 99’s.



At enchanted dark time
the streets and arcades now too old for us

as the big boys and girls come out to play,
dolled-up, revved-up, coiffed and on the lash.

So we take our fish and chips back to the caravan
someone on me dad’s building site let us have for the week.

Light the gas lights that make your hands too big
when you look down.
Each parcel of chips holding its heat

“enough newspaper round them to keep us in
reading for the rest of the week”
says me Dad once or twice

waiting with us on the vinyl settee
while me mum does everything

while we open and close our beaks
me dad tells us a bedtime story about him and Eddy

Poisemans
when they were young men, messing about on the beach.

How they found themselves in the middle of a fight
between two rival gangs of mods and rockers
coming towards them from each end

and had to walk into the sea for deliverance.

When me mum finally hands the chips to us they are
perfect, swimming in salt and vinegar,

shaken on for a full minute by the chippy
strongwoman,

Her massive arms and flustered cleavage, she liked us
kids, gave us free batter bits for the walk back to the car.

Wiping our greasy fingers on our jeans
under the pull down formica table

so our mum can’t see us.
Feeling tired, Feeling just right.

When I came running for love, for love,
when I still came running for love.



A wolf must die in her own skin

Last night I dreamt about the small bone sale again.
It must have been summer,
the tiny tables were decked in dwarf sunflowers.
Sweet peas wound up the legs and trailed fragrantly over
the produce and bric-a-brac.

Rummaging I found a head of broccoli I could believe in,
a balloon in a box- a bold statement in a small space.

There was a pot of chipped incantations
from the time when words were drunk with their own
wells of meaning and in the mouths of seers useful,
Able to summon crops to feed the whole village.

There was a doll’s house of course
with a fuzzy-felt fox inside
It was soundlessly mouthing something.
like the echo of one hand clapping,

“a wolf must die in her own skin,
I heard it say, “a wolf must die in her own skin.”



I wake up off balance, reach for my phone
go on Facebook to find the world.
I do. I don’t.
My mood is further sunk
by knowledge from the world garden
I can’t give back.
A beheaded elephant on her knees,
Post after post about the virus.
I am artificially resuscitated by a kitten
who has been adopted by a barn owl.
I do a few likes and come off.

I can hear spring bird song in every room in the house.
Out of the window ‘our’ red squirrel is pole-dancing
up the bird table,
yesterday he had a small hunk of sheep’s wool in his
mouth.

It’s like this and this and this and this and this and this
and this. It’s like this and this and this and this and this
and this and this.

I walk out for my allotted exercise
looking for something certain to stand clear.

On my way back hare appears.
Like the moon in an afternoon sky
I feel him before I look up and see him.
Uncanny in profile, his kohl-lined amber eye.

He does not have time for despair.
Like a pop up shop,
he will be gone before I get used to him.

He belongs to the story that stokes the fire
and blesses the hearth.
Where the heart of the matter and final word
is only ever
love.

“A wolf must die in her own skin”
I hear him say
as his back end disappears down the lane.
“A wolf must die in her own skin.”


